








































Important Mural Groups and Corridors in East Los

EOlympic Blvd



Noring that nearly every East Los mural is about cultural
pride isn't of much value in understanding them. A
more detailed examination of the murals yields a far

richer understanding of both the murals and the culture. At the
same time, placing 19705 East Los murals within the context of
not only the historical development of the geographic area hut
also the concurrent mural movement clarifies both art and area.
One is then able to grasp the ongoing dialectic between painted
image and sociohistorical contexts, and thus also the developing
counterhegemonic nature of life in East Los.

In 1975, the Goez Publishing Company published a map of
East Los murals.' As Karen Mary Davalos has noted, this map
sought a conceptual reconfiguration of the relationship between
East Los and the enormous freeway system that surrounds and
cuts through the various communities. The legend on the map.
"In Europe, all Roads lead to Rome, In Southern California, all
Freeways lead to East Los Angeles," works to mitigate the disas-
trous effects of the freeways on local neighborhoods by posi-
tioning them as access points to the murals of East Los. This
map was to be used by organized bus tours of the murals.' It
indicates how local residents saw their communities and their
murals in the mid-1970s. In the second decade of the twenty-first
century, many of the murals listed in 1975 are gone, the victims
of urban renewal, routine maintenance, weather (especially the

unrelenting sun, it being Los Angele ). sm g, and graffiti lag-
ging. And many other murals were painted In e th m p' pub·
Iication, and many of these, tOO,no Inger exl t. The mural,
like life in any community, are tran ient, in c n t m nux, ub-
jeer to change.

Where Is East Los?

East Los is a geographic location and a metllphorieaJ Ch no
identifier for communities and cultures generated e t of tb
Angeles River. The geographic (one is tempted to y ·automo-
rive") boundary area determined by nearly all of the murals
discuss runs around the edges of "the box" outlined by four f1
ways, a particularly appropriate way to delineate geograph ter-
ritory in Los Angeles, world center of car culture: on the '" l,

Interstate 5, immediately east of the Los Angel River (a coupl
of murals are just to the west of the actual freeway); to th north,
Interstate 10 (Ramona Gardens murals and a few other mural
ate just north of this highway); to the east, Interstate 110 ( r-
field High School and a few murals are east of thl ,th Long
Beach Freeway); and to the south, Interstate S after It ha made a
turn toward the southeast (but Olympic Boulevard i • beuer
southern border, since, among other sites, Estrada Couru I on
Olympic, but it is not a freeway and so is not as evident on rna ).
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Note that the part of Los Angeles officially designated as East
Los Angeles, an unincorporated area just east of the city limits,
also contains several murals discussed here.

What IsEast Los?

East Los is home to a diverse population that has been, since the
late 1950s, predominantly composed of middle- and working-
class Mexican Americans and a continuing flow of recent immi-
grants from Mexico and Central America-a Chicano area
becoming increasingly Latino. It is home to multiracial commu-
nities with rich histories of political and labor activism reaching
back to the early twentieth century,' multiple federally funded
and City-owned and City-operated housing projects dating to the
1940s and 1950s, and numerous Mexican American gangs that
originated in the 1920s-1930s.4 East Los was also the site of Mex-
ican American political and cultural engagements that grew in
number and size during the Great Depression years of the 1930s,
frequently benefiting from Jewish and other non-Mexican Amer-
ican supporters and social activists both within and outside the
local neighborhoods.
From the mid-1960s through the mid-1980s and later, East Los

communities participated in significant Chicano civil rights
actions and a flourishing arts movement that included music,
performance, and the visual arts reflecting the complexities of
Mexican, Mexican American, and Chicano experiences during
these turbulent decades.' The dialectical intersection of Movi-
miento artists and ideas with Mexican American and immigrant
Mexican residents of East Los barrio culture itself, and the real-
ity of youth gang culture, are at the heart of East Los and are
present within most murals, depicted overtly as threads of expe-
rience or subtly as undercurrents to be puzzled out. These are
the metaphorical elements of East Los because they extend
beyond the geographic borders. Women muralists and depictions

of women were rare, but they increased as the 1970s wore on. By
1974, murals were at the cutting edge of deliberate efforts to
reconfigure East LA Mexican American communities through
locally generated art making.

Histories of BoyleHeights and East LAthrough the 1920s

The westernmost and oldest community in East Los is Boyle
Heights, separated from central Los Angeles and the Westside by
the Los Angeles River.' It is located on bluffs and in the flats. The
bluffs area was developed as a residential neighborhood in 1875by
William Workman, son-in-law of Andrew Boyle, who purchased
the Parredon Blanco (White Bluffs) in 1858 for his home. It was
long considered to be a comfortable, middle-class neighborhood,
but it changed through the later years of the nineteenth century
to a more working-class area. The Flats, the low-lying area imme-
diately to the easr, was settled by varied ethnic groups as they
moved into the Eastside during the early years of the twentieth
century, especially Russian Molokans, a divergent branch of the
Russian Orthodox Church. Jacob Riis, a New York activist jour-
nalist, visited the Flats in 1911 and described them as more terri-
ble slums than those of the Lower East Side of New York.'
In 1908, the Los Angeles City Council created zoning laws

that protected Westside communities (west of downtown,
including Hancock Park, Beverly Hills, and Westwood as well
as the beach communities) from industrial development, the
first city in the nation to reserve areas for strictly residential use.
"This government action, coupled with racial segregation initi-
ated by the real estate industry, which took the form of univer-
sal restrictive covenants on the west side of the city, meant that
the area west of downtown Los Angeles was marked as middle
class and a zone of whiteness." Ethnic Europeans, Mexicans,
and Japanese were excluded.' The Chinese who arrived in the
nineteenth century and helped build both the railroads and the



city of Los Angeles were effectively removed by the 1882
Chinese Exclusion Act, which prohibited the immigration of
Chinese workers into the United States." Japanese workers were
recruited as a substitute for this cheap labor.

Industrial growth (railroads, meat-packing, etc) was permit-
ted in the Boyle Heights Flats area, and people moved into this
area to be closer to jobs. By 1950, about 25 percent of Boyle
Heights was industrial. Through the 1920s and into the 1930s,
other areas of the Eastside were still marked by rural, agrarian
development, where residents tended to day labor on small
farms. In 1908, the Workman's Circle (Arbeiter Ring), a Yiddish
cultural and political organization, set up a southern California
headquarters in downtown Los Angeles and later relocated to

Boyle Heights to work with Jewish activists and labor union
organizers. In 1910, the Mexican Revolution sparked a massive
migration northward, and the Mexican population of Los Ange-
les rapidly expanded. The number of newly arrived Mexican resi-
dents was so large that Sonora Town, their original destination
adjacent to downtown, quickly overfilled, so they, along with
Mexican Americans already in LA, settled together across the
river in Boyle Heights and eastern Los Angeles. Between 1910
and 1933, six bridges were built across the Los Angeles River to
Boyle Heights, making this undeveloped area more accessible for
development, relocation, and daily commuting."

The effects of the Mexican Revolution on the US Southwest
and Los Angeles were numerous and deleterious between 1912
and 1917, because they led to fear mongering and racist attacks
against the Mexican and Mexican American populations by city
government, law enforcement, and the press, as well as by nativ-
ist organizations and influential citizens. This escalation ofhege-
monic control occurred at the same time that European World
War I refugees were entering the country ..many of whom ulti-
mately settled in East Los Angeles in the City Terrace area. II The
Liberal Mexican Party (PLM), a militant Mexican political party

o TO I ZI
composed of politically active refugees, many f wh m were
involved in the Mexican Revolution. wa als acrive In th
United States, including East Los. By 1914. exiled journalist nd
activist Ricardo Flores Mag6n had become a principal politi I
organizer among Mexican communirie in south rn II" mla."
The presence of such organization wa c n id red prev
tion by racists and xenophobes, and by the time fPan ho Vill '
1916 raid on Columbus, New Mexico, the [.os Angelu TImu and
other media (including Sunset Magazille) had whipped rh Anglo
population into a rage. There were rumors of mb plOIS and
attempted anarchist takeover, and other incidents of fe r mon-
gering. Sale of guns and alcohol was prohibited to all Mes an
and Mexican Americans. Discussion ab ur ma deport tlo
and internment camps were rampant, but in spit of II thl .e n-
cern about the war in Europe momentarily deflected the II n-
tion given to the "Mexican problem."!'

The ethnically mixed nature of the area I indlc led by a
few historical facts: the mass immigration of'the 1920 f
Mexicans to the United States was mo tly Catholic refu ee
from a big religious civil war in Mexico, the ath IJ rebel-
lion (the Cristada) against Revolutionary anti-clertcallsm,
The rebels lost in Mexico. It was from the refugees In I •
fornia that La Raza arose the first time-very Catholi • c1~n·
nish, and conservative, and many up for any righleous figb
The braceros and later immigrants, after the Second World
War, came from a more nationalized M xico and from a
new generation; they were militant for tb M xlcan Revolu-
tionary myths, and made La Raza new."

Beginning in the 1920s, there was a large emigration of Jew-
ish families from the East Coast and Midwest to Lo Ang I •
resulting in Boyle Heights becoming the largest Jewish commu-
nity west of Chicago (fig. 2_1);" and Japanese residents began to
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move into Boyle Heights from Little Tokyo, which is closer to
downtown. Theodore Roosevelt High School opened its doors
on East Fourth Street in 1923. Its students regularly engaged in
political activities as early as the 1930s and in the post-World
War II Mexican American and Chicano civil rights efforts. The
1924 immigration legislation prohibited immigration from Asia
and limited it from southeastern Europe, using the "principle of
national origins" and basing admissions on a system of national
quotas. Within this SOciologically volatile climate, Mexican
American youth gangs began as loose gatherings of older boys in
the 1920s, particularly in the Maravilla Hollows area of East LA,
a predominantly rural shantytown barrio that received no city
services of running water or electricity until the mid~1930s,and
the more established urban, yet still very poor White Fence bar-
rio of Boyle Heights."

The 19305

By 1931, early in the Great Depression, the US government had
enacted a massive deportation program for Mexicans and Mexi-
can American citizens, generally referred to as the Repatriation.
Overall, between three hundred thousand and five hundred
thousand Mexicans and Americans of Mexican descent were sent
by the trainload from the United States to Mexico. Almost one-
third of the Mexican-identified population of Los Angeles, most
of whom were living in Boyle Heights and elsewhere on the
Eastside, were forced to move to Mexico."
During the Depression era, second-generation Mexican immi-

grants, the first generation of Mexican Americans-a generation
of Mexican descent born in the United States-came to maturity
in substantial numbers and began to play an active role in their
communities, encouraging education and self-advancement.
Local organizations founded during this decade had a distinct
relationship with the communities of LA, as opposed to the

FIGURE 2.1 Talmud Torah Synagogue (Breed Street Shul), exterior, Boyle Heights,
1976, photograph by Victor R. Plukas. Courtesy of Photo Collection, LosAngeles Public
Library.

League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) and the
American GI Forum (both founded in Texas) and the Alianza His-
pano Americana (Arizona). The Mexican American Movement
(MAM), which grew from the YMCA's efforts to work with East
Los Angeles youths, was a student-founded organization that
functioned between 1934 and 1950. It differed from the elite Mexi-
can refugee group affiliated with the Mexican consulate in Los
Angeles that controlled barrio politics. Recent immigrants who
had arrived in the 1920s (there was a 2004 percent increase of
immigrant population during that decade) dominated barrio life.
These new residents constituted a definitely Mexican American
group who focused on becoming full participants in American
society. In 1938, MAM began a newspaper, the Mexican Voice, to
disseminate its ideas with testimonials of members and other



Mexican American youths who had pursued college educations
and gone on to productive careers. In 1939, they established lead-
ership training institutes. They made three arguments for why
students should stay in school:

1. Educated Mexicans were less likely to be targets of discrimi-
nation and prejudice, so there was a possibility of acceptance
despite one's race;

2. Education is key to understanding the world, so through it
youth might transcend the limited confines of the barrio;

3. Education is also a way to advance socia-economic mobility,
not only for individuals, but for the entire Mexican American
people."

This shows that "much of the cultural identity and sense of
self of the Mexican American second generation was already
shaped"" during the 1930s, rather than later during the World
War II era as has been more generally accepted.
During the 1930s there was also considerable. political and

labor mobilization on the Eastside. Jewish and other residents
organized protests and established support efforts beginning in
1938 after Kristallnacht in Germany made clear Nazi genocidal
intentions toward the Jewish people, resulting in the establish-
ment of the death camps and the extermination of millions of
Jews, Gypsies, Catholics, labor activists, disabled persons, and
other identified "undesirables," including Poles and Russians
(fig. 2.2). By 1939,Jewish and Mexican women living and work-
ing in Boyle Heights participated in the California Sanitary Can-
ning Company strike, the first successful food processing strike
on the West Coast, led by the Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions (CIG). In addition to several Mexican American labor/
self-help associations, the Communist Party was active and had
an office in Boyle Heights. Also, racial segregation was de facto
until 1935, when Mexicans (officially identified as part Indian)

O/'lTJ$ In

FIGURE 2.2 National Theater, Brooklyn Avenue, 8oyt! Heiahu. ca.. 191" COUtltiy 01
UCLA Department ofSpeciat Collections, Chades e. Youna ~ IJbfary

were included along with "Chinese, Japanese, Mongall n nd
Indians in a long-standing statute in the State educatl nal code
which permitted segregation of these racial minoritie ....

The 19305 and 19405

At the same time that MAM was encouraging education .nd
achievement in the barrios, an entirely different kind or organJza.
tion was also growing. Mexican and Mexican American boys
who in the 1930s had loosely organized into clubs in BasI Lo
such as Barrio White Fence in Boyle Heights and Barrio Hoyo
Mara in the valley (hoyo) center of Maravilla barrio, by the begin.
ning of the 1940s had transformed into recognizable gan ."
Members of the Thirty-Eighth Street Boys were arrested In the
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Sleepy Lagoon murder case, which became a travesty of justice
and a cause celebre in 1942 (fig. 2.3)." Written about extensively
at the time and in subsequent years, and the basis for EI Teatro
Carnpesino's 1979 play and movie Zoot Suit (written by Luis Val-
dez), the Sleepy Lagoon defense received support from Holly-
wood and the progressive non-Mexican community because the
Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee, chaired by Carey McWil-
liams, included board members Rita Hayworth and Orson Welles
(in his capacity as president of the Screen Actors Guild)." In 1943,
zoot-suit-wearing youths, tegardless of any actual gang affilia-
tion, were the primary targets of ten days of violence against the
Mexican American community by US servicemen stationed in
the Los Angeles port area of San Pedro. Although the White
Fence gang is often mentioned as the first East LA gang (clearly it
was not), with the claim that it was founded as a defensive orga-
nization during the zoot suit riots, its role, if any, in the riots has
not been authoritatively established." Another gang cited as part
of the riots is Hoyo Maravilla. However, contemporary reports of
the events, and subsequent documentation, focus on pachucos,
zoot suiters, and "Mexican American gangsters," not any particu-
lar gangs (fig. 2.4)."

The metamorphosis of White Fence from a club to a full-
fledged gang" is instructive because it is typical of the develop-
ments gangs experienced in these years as they responded to
changes in their neighborhoods. The general feeling was that
schools at that time were doing a decent job of educating stu-
dents, an attitude that changed by the 1960s, when the student
population was composed of mixed ethniciries.

White Fence is the clearest case of a gang that emerged as a
consequence of major changes in a barrio. It was the first
rationalized fighting gang in East Los Angeles, thereby
attracting a considerable reputation among law enforcement
authorities and in the press. It not only departed from the

strict tradition of barrio residence as a condition for member-
ship, but it abandoned the looser tradition prohibiting seri-
ous weapons."

It began as a church-centered youth sports club, competing
against similar organizations in different barrios. White Fence
boys were not interested in zoot suits and their associated
clothing and behavior. On the contrary, they thought them
unmanly and sissified. They believed in the tradition of the fair
fight-one on one with fists, settled within the barrio without
police involvement. However, they were not antipolice, and
many became police officers.
When World War II began, everything changed. Nearly all

draft-eligible men joined the military, parents worked longer
hours, and Japanese neighbors disappeared into concentration
camps (1943) and were replaced by Mexicans "imported" from
Mexico through the bracero program (1943-1964). The program
was a major example of social engineering, since it changed the
composition of several local neighborhoods without any input by
their own residents. Housing projects were built beginning in
1941-1942 with Aliso Village and Pico Gardens in the Flats (where
the Cuatro Flats gang found its home). These projects were so
badly designed and overcrowded that they were torn down in the
late 1990s and rebuilt with 50 percent fewer units. The younger
brothers of White Fence gang members began ca1ling themselves
the Commandos and the Pansy Gang, and began playing "street
games," which were essentially war games. Because there were
no older brothers around because they were off fighting in the
war and the group was numerical1y smal1, junior-high-school-
age White Fencers were beaten up by other boys from long-
established gangs in larger barrios. In self-defense, a few of the
boys began to recruit fighters from other neighborhoods who
were not yet attached to gangs. At the end of the war, older White
Fencers returned home and sought to alleviate the growing
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FIGURE 2.3 California Eagle, front page, June 1], 1943.

FIGURE 2.4 Jose Montoya (1932-2013), Untitled, date unknown, ink on paper,
23 x 8 centimeters. Courtesy of Montoya Family Trust, photograph © 2015 Fowler
Museum at UCLA.
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threats of gang violence by working toward radical change in
education and jobs, bur local media disdained to mention these
constructive activities, preferring to focus on "gang violence" as
they had in the Sleepy Lagoon case and the zoot suit riots, even
though a resident of the White Fence barrio, Edward Roybal, was
voted onto the Los Angeles City Council in 1949,and later into
the US Congress. Nevertheless, White Fence was considered the
most violent and dangerous gang in East LA both by residents
and by law enforcement."

What may seem an excessive interest in gangs is anything
but, because understanding gangs and at least the rudiments of

FIGURE 2.5 Jose Galvez, Milk Crate, Boyle
Heights, 1983, black-and-white photograph
(Kodak 400 ASA black-and-white film, Nikon
camera, 24 mm lens; developed in Kodak 076).
Unpublished image taken as part of a Pulitzer
Prize-winning series on latina los Angeles for
the LosAngeles Times. Courtesy of Jose Galvez.

their sociology is important for understanding East Los murals
(fig. 2.5). Many of the artists addressed in this study grew up
in housing projects where gangs had a constant presence, or
worked with gangs in various capacities (artists, welfare work-
ers, counselors). Anyone working at Estrada or Ramona was
aware of the resident gang and sometimes negotiated specific
imagery with gang interests in mind (for example, the walkway
wall alterations in front of Give Me Life at Estrada Courts;
see chapter 3)_ Other examples include the memorial murals
throughout East Los for victims of gang violence, and the
frightening impact of gangs on specific mural sites (see ]udithe



Hernandez's and Willie Herron's stories while working at
Ramona Gardens). In East Los in the 19705, gangs were every-
where: Varrio Nuevo Estrada (VNE) at Estrada Courts, Hazard
Grande at Ramona Gardens, Geraghty Lorna at City Terrace,
several iterations of Maravilla down Cesar Chavez and in the
Maravilla housing projects, White Fence and Primero Flats and
Cuatto Flats by Hollenbeck Park and the Pico-Aliso projects,
L'il Valley in the Mechicano neighborhood and around Ken's
Market. This is the daily reality in East Los.
The 1970s was the high tide of youth gang involvement. Today

is in some ways possibly worse because there is less opportunity
outside gangs, given the state of contemporary society and neo-
liberal economics. Today, many adult men, not just youths, remain
in their earlier gangs.

Post World War II: The Late 1940sand 1950s

"Estrada Courts was originally constructed in 1941. In 1953, an
additional 200 housing units were added, known as the Exten-
sion."29All the murals are in the Extension." or, as it was called,
New Estrada Courts." Its resident gang, VNE, came into being in
the 1950svia a transplanted community from the Hunter Street
area who named their new neighborhood at the Courts their
Barrio Nuevo, so VNE is Vamo (an alternate spelling of barrio)
Nuevo Estrada. Its territory was east and south of White Fence
territory, which at that time stretched four blocks from Whittier
Boulevard to Fourth Street, and a few blocks east-west from
Lorena to Euclid."
Muralist Willie Herron remembers that the 1940s left a legacy

of fear throughout the East Los barrios. In the Casa Maravilla
housing project, where he grew up, the Sleepy Lagoon murder
case and the zoot suit riots, in which the Hoyo Maravilla gang
(often referred to locally as Hoyo Mara) was involved, were "very
destructive for us as a people, that right away put us on guard

a

like we had to defend ourselves on every level. every memem,
We seemed like we always had to be on guard."!'
In the aftermath of World War II, organizations were found d

that were broader in scope than the youth gangs. which were rei.
atively narrow in interests. An outstanding example. be u II
served as a model for later Chicano civil ri hr groups lhat grew
out of the Movimienro, was the Community Polill al rga.niZll·
tion, which was founded in East Los Angeles in th lat 1940 and
which in 1947 changed its name to the Community ervl e rga.
nization (CSO) in order to avoid being confus d whh th m-
munist Party." Fred Ross, formerly of the Am ri nul 0
Race Relations, and organizer Ignacio Lopez, who" u d n
voter registration and grassroots political acti n among M x n
Americans through his civic uniry league, beg n w rklng with
the CSO, where. along with the American I Forum n l
Street, Cesar Chavez got much of his early training n rg.
nizer. After helping to register voters and getring 1 I res d~nt
Edward Roybal elected to the City Council, the foc d
on fighting housing discrimination, poli e brutality, and school
segregation."

1960s and 1970sActivism

Even if a particular mural painted in the 1970s did nOl emphaslze
politically oriented imagery, it would not have been painted were
it not for the generalized political activism of the sixties (th period
from 1960 to ca. 1974). The particular form that activism look in
Chicano barrios, on college and university campuses, and else-
where is called the Chicano civil rights movem nt, an umb II..
term referring to several distinct, more or less simulran ou5 e.f1l ns
to end discriminatory practices against, improve the living condi·
tions of, and provide multiple future opportunitl for America.ns
of Mexican descent. Called EJMovimiento, it was never mono--
lithic in its values, goals, approaches, or even definition of wh<ol
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constituted the newly self-named Chicano people, but, seen from a
wider than local perspective, it was clearly counterhegemonic. In
East Los, the period elicited a general sense of both desperation
and possibility, frustration to the breaking point and the potential
of new horizons, with residents daily experiencing both poles of
these dialectics. Problems included substandard housing, job hir-
ing discrimination, lack of access to insurance, and increasing
gang problems on the one hand and police brutality toward Mexi-
can Americans on the other.
Education and government policies began to come into focus

as detrimental to Chicanos' best interests. The general feeling in
the prewar years that schools were doing a decent job of educat-
ing their students had changed by the 1960s.36 The education sys-
tem did not address students' academic needs, let alone their
potential It tracked them into limiting careers in auto repair and
domestic assistance, and refused to acknowledge historical
achievements by members of communities that were not Euro-
pean descended. The national military draft sent African Ameri-
can and Mexican American youths into combat in Vietnam and
the armed forces in general far beyond their proportions in the
general population. The federal and local governments' refusal
to acknowledge racism as more than a problem for blacks dimin-
ished political representation at all levels and encouraged reac-
tion. Mass deportations were possible as late as the 1950s as the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS; now Immigration
and Customs Enforcement, or ICE) made regular raids on busi-
nesses and sometimes private residences, thereby fomenting gen-
eral uneasiness in the community. Underlying all this was the
generally atrocious treatment of factory workers and farm labor-
ers, the catalyzing cause of the creation of the UFW in the 1960s.

With good reason, 1968 is often cited as a pivotal year in
world history. It was a year that marked an entire generation
on every continent. Long before "globalization" became a

buzz-word in the culture of free-market politics, the events
of 1968 had globalized political radicalism as part of a strug-
gle to change the human condition forever. It was a year of
hope, when those who accepted the world as it was were the
ones who felt disinherited, while the wretched of the earth,
the dispossessed, began to recover their inheritance."

The year 1968, however much it represents a culmination of
political antagonisms, was not an isolated year but simply part of a
long history. Nor was East Los immune to the forces swirling
about so many places in the world, and its activism should be seen
in the context of world political upheaval as well as a response to
denigrations at home.
Two kinds of political action shook the East Los area in the late

1960s and brought the attention of the nation and the world to the
communities of East Los: student walkouts from their schools
(known as Blowouts) (fig. 2.6), and large public rallies, marches,
and demonstrations. In March 1968, ten thousand students walked
out of five Los Angeles high schools-Lincoln, Roosevelt, Gar-
field, Wilson, and Belmont-encouraged by Lincoln High teacher
Sal Castro." The grievances were several and specific: over 50 per-
cent of the students in Chicano-dominated high schools were
forced to drop out for a number of reasons. Students were too
quickly expelled and transferred; they failed courses because they
had not been taught to read; schools were overcrowded and run
down compared to Anglo and black schools in the same district;
many teachers were openly discriminatory or racist; and the cur-
riculum was designed to obscure Chicano culture and to prepare
students for lower-skilled jobs and be content with them. Stu-
dents demanded more Chicano teachers and administrators." The
Educational Issues Coordinating Committee was formed to sup-
port the walkouts and follow up on students' demands." High
school walkouts soon followed in Denver in March, San Antonio
. in April, and elsewhere in Texas, California, and Arizona.
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FIGURE2.6 East LosAngeles High School Blowouts, 1968, black-and-white photograph. Photographer unknown. (SODYears oj Chicano History in Plcrum (Albuquttqw. NM:
Southwest Organizing Project, 19911,126.)

During this period, the Brown Berets in California and the
Mexican American Youth Organization in Texas were founded;
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA), the Chi-
cano student movement, was created at a conference in Santa Bar-
bara, where the influential Plan de Santa Barbara was presented;
the 1969 Denver Youth Conference approved the Plan Espiritual
de Aztlan, signaling a focus on the ancient pre-Columbian civiliza-
tion of the Valley of Mexico prior to the conquest as a major meta-
phorical, philosophical, and nationalist rallying point; and the
Raza Unida Party was founded in Crystal City, Texas, as an inde-
pendent Chicano political party. The Alianza Federal de Mercedes
was created in northern New Mexico to lead a land grant move-
ment for restoration of lands to the descendants of their Spanish

colonial and Mexican owners; and, in California, the UFW
formed, perhaps the most class conscious of these organI%;ItI IU
because it was a labor union.

Also in 1969, the Brown Berets founded the ational hlc:ano
Moratorium Committee (against the Vietnam War) and held itS
first demonstration on December 20 of that year with twO thou-
sand people attending. On February 28, 1970, another dc:m n tra-
tion was held and six thousand marched (fig. 2.7). In March 1970,
Chicanos from all over the country came to the second Denver
Youth Conference and planned for another moratorium march in
East LA on August 29. Prior to this event, there was a large
buildup of police in the area, and a concomitant increase of eom-
munity tension. On August 29, 1970, between twenty thousand
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and thirty thousand people marched to Laguna Park. An alterca-
tion took place at a liquor store, the police and sheriffs responded
but refused to speak with organizers about what had happened,
and marchers got angry. Eventually, 1,200 police entered and
occupied the park. Three people were killed, one of whom was
Ruben Salazar, a reporter for KMEX-TV, a Spanish-language tele-
vision station, and former Los Angeles Times reporter." As a mark
of how deeply this event is etched into Chicano/as' lives, Lucha
Carpi's 1992 Eulogy for a Brown Angel begins with the Moratorium
March and its chaotic and frightening aftermath, a fitting over-
ture for a mystery novel.

FIGURE 2.7 A moratorium demonstra-
[ion, 1970, black-and-white photograph.
Photographer unknown. (sao Years of Chicano
History in Pictures [Albuquerque, NM:
Southwest Organizing Project, 1991],129.)

More than half a century after Jacob Riis's negative compari-
son of East Los with the Lower East Side of New York City, liv-
ing conditions iu Boyle Heights were still terrible. According to
the 1970 census,

the area ... was predominantly Chicano, since approxi-
mately 95 percent of the Spanish-surname population
belonged to that ethnic group. There were other trends.
The [Chicano] population was young and only one-fourth
had a high school education, in contrast to two-thirds of [all]
Los Angeles residents .... Boyle Heights residents earned



approximately 56 percent and East Los Angeles residents
69percent of what other Angelinos earned. The households
were markedly larger, lowering the per capita income."

Unemployment in East Los Angeles was around 55 percent in
1977.43 Such were the quantifiable conditions in which the murals
of East Los were generated. The struggles that ensued from
these conditions are portrayed in Oscar Zeta Acosta's 1973 novel,
The Revolt of the Cockroach People.What it meant to be a Chicano
was also inscribed on the city's walls in murals.

The surrounding dominant society is often referred to as
"Anglo," a mostly descriptive term that can be pejorative depend-
ing on the tone in which it is spoken. As is always the case with
such words, when the racial term is used in conjunction with and
in certain cases synonymously with the term "capitalism," the
latter idea is obscured; socioeconomic forces become invisible,
and actions are attributed to individual or institutional racial
motives without recognition of the powers of capitalism underly-
ing our entire society. This confusion became especially com-
mon with the rise of identity politics in the 1980s.

Insofar as Chicanos were cut off from control over important
facets of their lives, they were alienated ("decentered" or "desta-
bilized" in current critical terms)." One way of lessening that
estrangement was to take public political action, and East Los
Chicano/as certainly did. Another response was to develop a
unique culture as publicly as possible. "Going public," as in paint-
ing monumental public murals (and writing and performing
music, poetry, and other art forms), was thus both a personal and
a highly political act.

Art Historical Context: Graffiti and Murals

Murals

The mural movement began in the late 1960 ,nearly Imultane·
ously in Denver (1966, specificallywith Carlota spin u's bann r
murals in the basement of the Crusade fi r ju rice), Chi go (1967).
and Del Rey, California (1968).Chicago's Wall of Rup«r recelv d
national attention in the press, most n eably n am I In dill
December 1967issue of EbollY magazine, "II was lime:' and aero
the country murals were soon being paimed in poor, rhnk, and
working-class communities such as at btcag 's Aul n,
muralized inside and out by Ray Parl4n and the beginnln n
1970. Prior to that, Mario Castillo had painted rh oUld r
murals (Wallof Brotherhood, Merafisica) and ind r on (at ne
Technical High School). The initial rnorlvari n fi r munallsu w
to give monumental public recognition to ethnic groups previ-
ously excluded from participation in public discourse," At the
time, through the mid-1970s, pclitics and culture were virtu Ily
synonymous, since depicting a "minority" culture and itS sym Is
was thought of as a "revolutionary" act, nor in the sen of chal-
lenging for state power but because such acts were n w nd
unanticipated that they definitely "shook things up; both within
the various communities finding a public voice for th fi""r lim
and in the dominant society. The "new" seems always to be at
least a little bit threatening. By 1976, murals were numereu
enough that a national murals conference was b ld In ew York
City, with a second conference following in hieago in 1978.The
conferences and the connections among muralists sparked the
publication of Commullity Murals Magazill£, which was produced
regularly from 1976througb 1987by a group in the an Pranci
Bay area, so community muralists kept in touch with each other
and were informed about recent projects.

These early murals' themes, the sources of the imagery that
provoked the national movement as well as international efforts,
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brought to the fore neighborhood residents' concerns, both criti-
cal and positive. Working with local political activists, muralists
painted images about housing issues, police corruption and bru-
tality, struggles for civil rights, and labor and unions; a few were
in opposition to the Vietnam War, and another few were about
health care. Direct references to capitalism were sparse, but
many addressed ethnic pride and women's liberation. At the same
time, mystical/religious murals also appeared, and, especially in
Los Angeles and in the City Walls murals in New York City, deco-
rative murals without political content were painted, for instance
the murals of Richard Haas, "celebrating buildings, but not the
people on the streets.'?" Decorative murals were not the catalysts
for the mural movement, but they too developed a presence
around the country, and they too had an impact in Estrada
Courts, whose mural program was a spectacular combination of
all three elements (political, cultural, and decorative). The ethnic-
identity murals in turn can be divided for purposes of analysis
into subgroups such as history, politics, gangs, idealism, and com-
munity, each ethnicity and location emphasizing locally inflected
issues and heroes, and aspirations within these categories.
In California, as elsewhere, most murals were painted in large

cities, most notably Los Angeles, the San Francisco Bay area, and
San Diego, but, also as elsewhere, important murals were painted
in smaller towns and rural areas. California's Central Valley, one
of the largest vegetable produce sources in the world and hence a
site of migrant farm labor for over a century, witnessed many Chi-
cano murals, including painted backdrops on speaker platforms at
UI'W rallies. Perhaps the first Central Valley mural was Antonio
Bernal's at EI Teatro Carnpesino's new cultural center in Del Rey,
which presented what became dominant references almost imme-
diately in later murals, including those at Estrada Courts: on the
right side, Mexican, Chicano, and African American revolution-
aries, and on the left, a procession of Aztec and Maya dignitaries
and warriors." Bernal captured Chicanos' claim that they were

descended from both ancient people and contemporary revolu-
tionary activists. This view was articulated in Corky Gonzales's
1967 epic poem "Yo Soy Joaquin," which EI Teatro Campesino had
optioned to make into a movie made in 1969. Bernal's mural
taught his audience about the ancient cultural tradition of which
community murals became a part.
The Chicano community mural movement, engaged in both

community-based art making and art-based community making,
included the most important function of East Los murals, which
was expressing to viewers the components of chicanismo." As
such, within the context of the broader politicized Mexican
American experience, East Los Chicano murals articulate the
multiple simultaneous and shifting positions of Chicanola cul-
ture, as articulated by writers such as Gloria Anzaldua and schol-
ars such as Ramon Saldivar and Rafael Perez-Tortes. Murals
sought to depict the daily, lived realities of the barrio communi-
ties in which millions of people of Mexican American ancestry
lived and worked-the beauty of MexicanolChicano people; the
challenges and dangers of barrio existence; and the ugliness and
tragic outcomes of violence inflicted by homeboys on each other,
by the police on community members, by "the System" on the
barrio. Individual murals undertake the exposition of specific
perspectives about life in East Los, but clusters, mural groups in
such close proximity that they may be considered as a single
whole, naturally can express much more.

Clusters

In the beginning, murals were painted singly because the form
was something new and big and colorful and often featured
striking imagery as well. Single murals attracted attention by
themselves. They also attracted muralists who painted other
murals, sometimes on similar themes nearby, thus taking advan-
tage of the first mural's popularity and increasing their impact.



Shortly after Chicago's 1967 Wall of Respect was painted, for
instance, several of the same muralists painted the Wall afTruth
across the street."
Many of the murals in the Pilsen and Little Village neighbor-

hoods of Chicago are painted in a limited area. Since these are
Mexican American and Puerto Rican neighborhoods, the murals
tend to express similar subject matter and sometimes styles. This
may also be said of San Francisco's Twenty-Fourth Street, where
several murals appear from Mission Street to York Street, a dis-
tance of only ten blocks with dozens of murals. Nearby, Clarion
Alley is a single block-long alley of which every surface-fences,
garage doors, building walls-has been muralized. Because
Twenty-Fourth Street is the heart of the Mission District's Latino
neighborhood, its murals share a similar sensibility and draw
from a coherent image pool. Clarion Alley is in a different part of
the Mission District where there are no dominant ethnic groups,
allowing its murals to be more wide ranging thematically, imag-
istically, and stylistically, giving them a different sort of visual
excitement." The most extensive realization of this concept is
found in the more than two thousand Philadelphia murals
painted by the Philadelphia Anti-Graffiti Network and subse-
quently by the Philadelphia Mural Arts Program under the direc-
tion of Jane Golden. Especially in Philadelphia's poverty-ridden
north side but also in occasional pockets elsewhere, one comes
to expect murals around every corner. Golden has turned entire
areas into de facto mural clusters, and in parts of the north side
these murals are a beacon of artistic, chromatic, and cultural
hope for otherwise blighted neighborhoods.
Consciously planned mural clusters have a greater impact

than random contributions because they are committed to a
single theme. In 1974, Michael Rios developed the Bryant Mini
Park murals in San Francisco's Mission around the idea of pre-
senting traditional cultural images for local children, because the
children's traditional cultures were not taught in local schools.

ONT IT I JJ
Earlier, in 1970,a number of residents-adults, children, viejit ,
and artists-in San Diego's Barrio Logan prevented rh area
beneath the Coronado Bridge on-ramp from becomin a he.riA"
department substation, built Chicano Park there in reed, and
began painting the freeway ramp's dozen of upporc pylon, U
celebrating Chicano culture. Chicano Park land icon Idered by
the community to be the only US territory to be u e fully
reclaimed by Chicanos. Beginning in the late 1990 .rhe uppon:
pylons of a similar overhead interchange in EI P s known t:h
Spaghetti Bowlwere adorned with similar mur Is.
Perhaps the most influential US mural clusters withIn th

international activist art world are San Fronci 0' B Imy All y
and New York's La Lucha Continua, both colle tively palmed in
the mid-1980s around political theme of oppo itlon to U
involvement in Central America and aloin celebratl n of I
Central American cultures. In the 1990s, Eva Cockcroft led
group painting portable murals listing the names often thou nd
war victims in El Salvador. The project was displayed at Ex
sition Park in LosAngeles, near a large Salvadoran community.
Of all these mural clusters, Balmy Alley and Cblcano Park

were still vital at the turn of the twenty-first century, alth ugh at
Balmy the content of the images had shifted from cultural-
political theme toward the religious-mystical. cady every year
since 1985, several of the three dozen mural in Balmy are
repainted or changed. In 2005,Chicano Park received a St.6 mil-
lion grant from the California Department of Transportadon
(CalTrans) to restore its murals. Beginning in the 1970.,the Ve.n·
ice Pavilion in Venice, California, provided a single locsnon r. r
the painting of murals clustered around the town's history under
the auspices of the nearby Social and Public Art Resource Center
(SPARC),but it fought a losing battle again t grafliti tagging.
It is worth noting that these clusters have a special vJrality

because they are "organic"; they spring from shared interests
among the audience and artists, without tbe imposition of extern ..1
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controls of the sort found in the more than two dozen "mural
towns" in the United States and Canada. The mural towns are cer-
tainly mural clusters, but of a special sott, in which public relations
and advertising play the dominant role in determining content.
These have been planned by local civic organizations, and artists
are invited to paint about the particular town's history and heroes.
Their goal is to revitalize a place that has lost its supporting eco-
nomic infrastructure, such as logging or mining, by replacing it
with tourism drawn by the town's mural collection.

It could be argued that East Los constitutes a mural cluster in
the same way that Little Village, or Pilsen, or locations in Phila-
delphia do, simply because of the hundreds of murals located
there. Especially dense groupings are found at the intersection of
Avenida Cesar Chavez (the former Brooklyn Avenue, indicating
that an earlier Jewish population resided here) and Soto Street;
along parts of Chavez itself; along parts of First Street and, paral-
lel a few blocks away, Whittier Boulevard; in the Ramona Gar-
dens housing project; and at the Estrada Courts housing project.
Of these, Estrada Coutts is especially interesting and for that
reason is the point of departure for this study (the others are
taken up in due course).

Charles "Cat" Felix's original conception at Estrada Courts in
1972-1973 was for just a few murals painted along Olympic Bou-
levard, but his vision quickly expanded once the project began
and eventually included more than ninety painted surfaces
(sixty-two murals and thirty walkway walls). Estrada Courts is
exceptional in several ways: the sheer number of murals within
a tightly defined area, the wide variety of painted subjects
(although the vast majority touch upon one aspect or another of
chicanismo), the relationships between the walkway walls and
the murals they enclose, the unity of the only deliberately con-
ceived cluster within the Coutts-Nature Row-and, perhaps
most Significantly, the dialogue occurring among several of the
murals. Almost uniquely among clusters, some of the murals at

Estrada refer to each other, thus incorporating one mural's con-
tent within another's; and, also highly unusual, some of the
murals' meanings depend on their physical location in relation to
other murals. These characteristics make the murals of Estrada
Courts worth serious study.

As with all artworks, murals exist simultaneously in several
contexts. Contexts include sociohistorical (demographic, ethnic,
racial, generic), art historical, geographic, architectural, and polit-
ical. No mural fully incorporates all these potential elements, of
course, but each context helps deepen a mural's meaning when
incorporated into its design. Contexts partially determine the full
meaning of any given mural, and in the case of a cluster, of the
group as a whole. Historical and art historical contexts have been
introduced in this chapter. The others will be noted as they per-
tain to specific examples throughout East Los murals.

How a Mural Is Painted

Painting a mural can be broken down into several basic ele-
ments: funding/sponsorship, the design and painting process
(including securing the necessary physical infrastructure), and
content/censorship. We will sketch the basic process first, then
consider variations and "larger" questions of content and institu-
tionalization of murals, but the three components cannot be
fully separated, and more details are supplied in following chap-
ters treating individual projects.

In East Los, as in other locations across the country, mural
designs are usually worked out prior to approaching the wall.
Once a wall is selected or assigned, the artist or artists work out a
basic sketch. To do this, of course, they first must determine the
content, and this requires discussions with local residents and
sponsors. At Estrada Courts, Cat Felix was what now would be
known as the "gatekeeper" through whom all themes and loca-
tions had to pass. He also had a major say in placement, although



artists sometimes suggested where they wanted to work and
sought his approval." There was no comparable figure at Ramona
Gardens, and projects elsewhere in East Los were decided individ-
ually, as described below.

Once approved, the artists were free to paint what they
wanted. 52 Early mural artists varied widely in their abilities,
training, and ability to conceptualize their murals. Most compo-
sitions were simply small sketches or easel-scale designs enlarged
and painted on a wall. This was true in East Los and across the
country, and continued as the dominant approach through the
twentieth century. Some artists realized the potential power of
utilizing the architectural characteristics of the host building in
the mural's design and thus incorporated the building's mass
into their mural composition. David Alfaro Siqueiros was partic-
ularly fond of this technique and inspired many similar efforts
among US community muralists. At Estrada and Ramona, the
simple rectangular shape and similarity of size of the walls
reduced the potential for architectural incorporation. Neverthe-
less, consciousness of this potential can occasionally be seen, as
in the elevation of the Virgen de Guadalupe at Lorena and Hunter
Streets, removing her from ground level and placing her "in the
sky" higher up the wall. Extended a bit, this architectural con-
sciousness is displayed in the relationships of the murals to their
locations within the housing project discussed below in individ-
ual chapters. Elsewhere in East Los, some muralists are particu-
larly conscious of their architectural and social locations, such as
Willie Herron with his The Wall That Cracked Open, the East Los
Streetscapers and their stairway murals, and John Zender
Estrada with Raza Adelante, among others. But the majority are
simply enlarged easel paintings. It should also be noted that
sometimes the incorporation of architectural characteristics is
simply inappropriate to the particular style of an artist.

The actual painting begins by preparing the wall itself to
receive paints beyond their initial house-painted exteriors, but in

practice this step was often ignored in the 1970s, and the mural
was painted directly onto the existing wall (now called a • ub-
strare," as artists have become more familiar with technical v b-
ulary and become acquainted with profes ional conservators).

There are basically three way of putting a de ign ontOa w II.
One is to simply paint the design direcrly onto the w II.An th r
is to project the scaled design onto the wall and m e it. This til h-
nique, while efficient and easy, was nor employed In Em La •
partly because of the lack of necessary equipment such slid
projectors, electrical connecrions, and carefully phOtographed
design sketches and parrly because ofrhe obviou d n er of w rk·
ing at night (see the stories below abour Ramona Garden In
particular). The third way is to draw a grid on the wall f. y.
one-foot squares, then copy the design from a ne-lnch I r
two-inch scale into the corresponding grid squares on the wall.
Because the walls at Ramona and Estrada were m II, design
sketches ("carroons") were copied directly onto the wall. It
easy to stand back on the ground and see if something needed to
be made a bit larger or smaller, shifted to one ide or another, or
other adjustments made. Designs were Inscribed OntO the wallin
a dark paint, usually dark blue, or sometimes with charcoal ti

Once the design is on the wall, it can be filled in using a "paint
by numbers" approach, meaning that nearly anyone can Pi'rtld·
pate by finding the same place on the sketch and painting th cor-
rect color onto the wall (fig. 2.8).This requires some knowledg
of color mixing, which is usually up to the I ad artist. The 6nal
step, if the design is complex enough, requires a trained hand to
put in shading, subtle color variarions, and other elements, and
while crucial to the final product, this step can titutes only a
small amount of the total time spent painting the mural.

Paint quality has varied a great deal. In the 1970S,only on
paint, Polirec, was available that was specifically formulated Co r
outdoor use on murals. By all accounts it was a wonderful prod-
uct, bur it was also expensive and sometimes difficult to obtain.
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FIGURE 2.8 Charles "Cat" Felix deaninga paint spill off a child, 1973,Olympic
Boulevard, Estrada Courts housing project, Boyle Heights. Photograph by David
Botello. Courtesy of David Botello.

The second choice, but by far the most popular paint used in
California, was Novacolor Acrylics. It, too, had a wide palette,
and the advantage of being readily available. Different artists had
their own favorites, of course. Some continued to use oil-based
enamel paints, even after their chemical dangers were well
known, simply because they had always used those paints and
were familiar with their properties. But acrylics were the over-
whelming product used in the East Los murals in the seventies.
Unfortunately, even Novacolor was too expensive for many of
the artists in that period, who used what they could scrounge or
what was made available from the house-painting supplies in a
housing project's paint locker (a large, garage-style storage build-
ing where paints, machinery, and tools were kept for routine
maintenance). The limited colors available from this source
account for the limited mural palettes in several murals at the
housing projects. As muralist Norma Montoya remembers, "the
housing authority paints were horrible. Other people wanted to
donate crappy colors and paints, maybe thinking they were
generous."53

When we turn to the infrastructure required to paint a mural,
two costs stand out: scaffolding and insurance. Insurance was
not considered in the seventies, except for rare projects executed
for an established institution such as a church or a school, orga-
nizations that understood the necessity of insurance. Scaffolding
was usually borrowed from someone known by the artists, per-
haps through an employer or a housing project that had a few
sections on hand for routine maintenance work. At Estrada
Courts, it was often mentioned that the fire department lent scaf-
folding for some of the mural efforts because they noticed that
mural painting cut down on false alarms sent from the projects. 54

On larger projects that were painted later in the century on large
buildings, these two elements became more important in work-
ing out a mural budget. On buildings several stories high (such
as the East Los Streetscapers' downtown Olympic Boulevard



mural El Nuevo Fuego), swing stages were used, painters' plat-
forms that hung down from the roof.
Financial sponsorship and funding were the most difficult

aspects of mural painting. In the early days (ca. 1965-1974),murals
were generated in poor communities whose residents had little
discretionary money. After 1974,with the advent of Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act (CETA) funding, outside
sources began to take control of mural finances. At the most basic
level, materials such as buckets, hoses, brushes, and rags were
scrounged from one's own "stash" or from sympathetic neigh-
bors' businesses. This method of production made murals a part
of their communities in ways that later processes, modeled after
gallery and museum formats, did not (and do not). Local support
was manifested not only in the provision of supplies and equip-
ment. Muralists throughout the country still talk about their
appreciation for local residents who brought burritos, enchiladas,
tortillas, soft drinks, water, sometimes beer, to their work sites
so they could refresh themselves while painting.
People familiar with institutionalized mural programs since

the 1970s assume that institutional organization lies behind all
murals-a source of scaffolding, insurance, professional account-
ing procedures, even directors to coordinate the process, leaving
artists to paint and schmooze with passersby. Institutions also
arrange for publicity, contact newspapers and television stations,
and ensure that high-quality, high-resolution digital photos are
taken ofthe process and the final product. But this wasn't always
the case, and the vast majority of pre-1980s East Los murals leave
more recent muralists in awe of the relative simplicity of those
early processes (see Wayne Healy's description of the early pro-
cess at Ramona Gardens in chapter 7).
So, early murals across the country were painted by individu-

als who gathered community support. These efforts naturally
expanded in one of two directions. One was to garner the support
of a local organization, perhaps one that focused on helping "at
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risk" youth or that provided other community ervices such a
handling finances and other organizartonal detail (conrra ring
for scaffolding, adding artists to insurance policie , and g nerar-
ing publicity-an element rhar became increasingly imporronl In
rhe following decades). This is the modeJ followed ar Ramon
Gardens, where rhe Mechicano Arc Center b cam th Ii I
agent for the muralists, disbursed funds it bad re elv d from th
National Endowmenr for the Humani ie (N H). and m1ng d
for keys to on-site storage lockers. Bur the day-to-day dmlnl [ra-
tion was still, by later standards, extremely ca ual and hand 0 •
The orher direction was to form a mural- rient d organization
devored solely to raising and administering fund for mural proj-
ecrs. Early examples of this include the Chi ag Mural roup
(larer to become the Chicago Public Art Group. CPA ): ItyAm
Workshop (larer ro become CityArts Inc.); Precira EyesMuraU
and, in Los Angeles, the Citywide Mural Program ( MP, r. I-
lowed by the Social and Public Art Re ource enter, PAR •
headquartered on rhe far west side of Lo Angeles in Venice).indi-
vidual mural projects throughout rhe rest of Ea [ Los be n
individual or joinr projects (the East Los treersc.apers began a.
Los Dos Srreerscapers) that associated themselves with organl%a.·
rions holding 501(c)3nonprofit tax starus. The organl%:ltl n
commonly rook 10 percenr of awarded funds for administrative
costs, and many survived on this income."
In the 1980s,the process of creating a mural generally changed

from community-generated ro institution-generated In that arri-u
working with a neighborhood, social service. or mural organl%a.·
rion would produce a mural idea, sometimes consulting with local
residenrs about themes, and then create a design r. r which rhey
would seek approval via Signedperirions. Government ans com-
missions and rheir subcommittees, or specially created commk-
rees consisring primarily of arrs administrators (ajob category that
was virrually nonexistent in the 1970S).solicired gallery owners
and their artists and gathered examples of previous work In the
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form of slides (later digital downloads), which the committee
pored over to select final competitors, who were then chosen on
the basis of purchased designs. These committees rarely had mem-
bers with any mural knowledge.
After the 1970s, mural organizations tended to seek out their

own projects, often stemming from local organizers with whom
they had previously worked. There was a clear distinction between
commercial work and community work. None of the groups
sought or accepted commercial painting jobs, although this line
blurred when private businesses sponsored a group that in turn
sponsored a mural project, especially when the theme related to
the business.

In the early East Los projects, the artist determined the con-
tent. There were certain constraints, such as not insulting the
dominant local gang, or not promoting the police or the Vietnam
War; as the decade wore on and increasingly conservative politi-
cians came into power, less and less political criticism appeared.
This was not so much a matter of outright censorship (although
see the story of the mural The Wonderful World of Corruption in
Estrada Courts, and also successive alterations of the keynote Give
Me Life there) as an indication of the artists' internalization of the
criteria-guiding funders. They knew that they might be able to

paint a controversial mural, but they also knew that doing so
would jeopardize future support from the organization that had
funded it. With the drop-off of political activism in the 1980s,
muralists who may have been inclined to use controversial
images also lacked the mass activist support that had encouraged
their movement in the first place.
In all cases, the actual design, the composition of details on

the wall, was left up to the lead artist, who consulted with com-
munity members or leaders or not as she or he chose. Muralists
were conscious of the mural's primary viewing place and modi-
fied their designs accordingly. Kent Twitchell painted his famous
and exquisite The Freeway Lady large and as a simple image

because he knew that it would be seen from cars driving on the
adjacent freeway. Any small detail would be lost. On the streets
of East Los, however, much of the viewing was done by people
on foot, so some level of detail was appropriate. That this was
not a major concern for most muralists can be seen in the similar
scale of most murals (the East Los Streetscapers being an impor-
tant exception). In Nature Row of Estrada Courts, for instance,
the animals are roughly the same size, as dictated by the wall
size, usually approximately eighteen by twenty-three feet, not by
an aesthetic awareness of viewers' distance from the image.
Some attention has been given to the fact that the City of Los

Angeles considered murals as graffiti abatement, and this is what
drove its support for the Estrada COUTtS murals, such as it was.
That support was important and much appreciated, and often
rook the form of material contributions such as the scaffolding
loaned by the Los Angeles Fire Department at Ramona Gardens
and Estrada Courts, as noted above. But the muralists under-
stood that "you tell officials what they want to hear so that you
can do what you want on the walls." It may have seemed like
(and actually been) graffiti abatement to city officials and down-
town bureaucrats, but it nevertheless appeared as an expression
of chicanismo in the projects themselves.

By the second decade of the twenty-first century, questions
regarding copyright had come into playas some artists, organi-
zations, and developers began wondering about the legal stand-
ing of these early murals, and they see current projects as
potential sources of financial support (see chapter 14 for more on
conservation and legal issues). Legally, murals painted before
1991 are not covered by the Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA),
and very few were protected by copyright. Nor are murals
painted "for hire" protected unless specifically copyrighted. This
brings up a related point concerning the content of murals
painted on businesses and murals painted elsewhere, such as
public stairways or housing projects. In East Los, the type of wall



owner made no difference to the content of a mural painted on
it. This is because the owners as well as the muralists shared the
same attitude toward embracing Chicano identity. So, while the
paints were often of poor quality and the walls often old and in
disrepair, the trove of mythic and historical imagery, along with
the extensive mural-painting tradition inherited from Mexico's
ancient and recent history as well as the New Deal, made mural
painting a likely recourse for those artists seeking to declare
their newly fashioned Chicano/a identity and to instruct their
neighbors about it, too.

In general, muralists believed that in the end it was their own
responsibility to organize an entire project, with physical help
from friends and neighbors as required. While enormously time
consuming, this state of affairs led to more intense community
involvement and muralist involvement with the community
than was later to be the case. If a muralist needed buckets, he or
she had to cadge them from a painter, a contractor, a plumber, or
a hardware store. Ditto for rags, hoses, pans to hold paints, and
other paraphernalia. Muralists expected to do everything in their
projects, even in later years when involved organizations could
offer support with insurance, budgeting, and interfacing with
downtown bureaucracies.

We see by this sketch of the basic mural painting process in
East Los and some of its variations that in the early years mural
painting was a communal process, a collective creation of a com-
munity oflike-minded viewers who were also participants in cre-
ating the concept of chicanismo as part of the struggle to define
themselves. The process allowed people of different levelsof artis-
tic skill and different levels of social commitment to participate-
not everyone painted, and not everyone painted the defining
details of the murals, but anyone who wanted to could playa part.

Cultural critic Andreas Huyssen, writing in 1984 about this
general period, notes the significance of these new cultural
expressions in pointing out that during this time

OTXT 139
it was especially the art, writing, film making and criticism
of women and minority artists with their recuperati n of
buried and mutilated traditions, their emphasis on exploring
forms of gender- and race-based subjectivity in aesrh tl pr
ductions and experiences, and their refu al to be limited to
standard canonizations, which added a whole new dimen-
sion to the critique of high modernism and to the emergen e
of alternative forms of culture."

Seen in art historical context, the cornmunlry mural r. rm
itself, placed "on the streets," challenged hlgh modernl m and
exemplified Huyssen's generalized ob ervatlons, Rerrding
gender-based subjectivity, for instance, with Incr a Ing Ire-
quency Chicanas and Latinas painted mural, and [hey were
influential from [he mural movement's earlie r days. The m t
influential group was the Mujeres Muralists , based In n
Francisco, but other women and people f color also led the
nascent community mural movement aero s the country. In
Los Angeles, such artists as Judy Baca and her Citywide MunlJ
Program, followed by SPARC, Norma MOntoya (who painted I

Estrada Courts), judithe Hernandez (who painted at Ram n
Gardens and elsewhere), and Yreina Cervantez (a murall I of
the following generation), were all important public face of
community muralism, and not only among Ch.icanos.

The artists were aware that their work had local Importance:
beyond their personal aesthetic expression, as this 1976ob tva-
tion shows:

The mural movimiento is important because: it has developed
a new audience. Every mural on the street is given a daily
reception of comments and placas. Since visual impacts are
the basic ingredients of our evaluation of the environment
around us, the experience of suddenly viewing a wall cov-
ered with a large mural creates a strong impression,"
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Murals played a specific role, partly providing hisrorical and
other information and partly creating Chicano/as. As one partic-
ipant said at the time: "The muralistas are giving Raza a vision,
and as a result now we can conceptualize our goals more clearly
and work harder to attain them."58The artists were also aware of
rhe problems rheir art faced.

Some East Los Artists' Perspectives on East Los, the Projects,
Gangs, and Art

The muralists shared similar experiences growing up in East Los.
For example, photorealist painter and muralist John Valadez
briefly lived in Estrada Courts during part of the pre-Movimiento
period. Muralist, musician, and performance artist Willie Herron
lived in -the Casa Maravilla housing project, home to the Hoyo
Maravilla gang and its affiliates, prior to moving with his family
to City Terrace. Both have spoken about the surrounding vio-
lence and residents who had "chosen" a gang lifestyle. Herron
makes a strong distinction within his own family about the dif-
ferences between the style, class, and "cool" of his uncles' lives as
pachucos and the difficult course of his brothers and their genera-
tion who followed the path of cholos (youth gang members). He
sees a clear-cut distinction, with far more at stake and far more
violence and danger for the younger generation." Valadez said in
the early 1980s that painting pachucos and cholos is important
because it shows awareness of their presence in the younger gen-
eration of mural-painting artists. "I like to show the pachuco
image," he said;" "even if some Chicanos who are trying to
assimilate think they left this in the past. It's still something that
is very much with us. It's 10 times worse. The drugs are worse,
the violence is worse.'?' Valadez also paints the pachuco because
the image displays a spirit of rebelliousness, "the beauty of a peo-
ple we have been told are not beautiful,'?" "conquered ethnic
peoples and the immigrant poor, as exemplified by many of"

Estrada Courts residents, who "are typically positioned as voice-
less by the dominant Anglo society in this country.?" Marcos
Sanchez-Tranquilino correctly points out that a presidential Let-
ter of Commendation issued to Estrada Courts by President Ger-
ald Ford in 1976 misses the irony when Ford ascribes the Courts'
successful mural program to the very elements of "the American
paradigm" that muralists sought to challenge: the promise of
freedom, opportunity, and achievement available to Chicanos."
Barrio residents painting monumental public expressions of their
ideas actually challenged that hegemonic paradigm that expected
passive voicelessness in response. As artist Judy Baca said: "Atthat
time it was a revolutionary act to depict ethnicity on any public
wall. So a lot of the themes [in this period] were culturally affir-
mative images," not only because of who was being depicted but
also because of who was doing the depicting. Baca continues, not-
ing that calls for Chicano pride "have become the cliched images
today [1995], but at the time ... the first utterances of those
notions were extremely powerful acts to take."65
By the late 1980s, murals had become officially accepted by

most of society. The transition from margin to mainstream was
encouraged by officials such as Los Angles mayor Tom Bradley,
who saw murals as effective anti graffiti srraregies." Such official
recognition notwithstanding, many of the youths who painted
murals at Estrada Courts continued tagging during and after
the mural projects. Indeed, even after the presidential letter, at
Estrada Courts

many of the same kids who had painted the murals were
again tagging the walls with the VNE placas that the murals
were meant to cover. Marcos Sanchez-Tranquilino suggests
that rather than vandalism, the tagging of one's own mural
points toward a complex sense of wall ownership and a
social tension created by the uncomfortable yet approving
attentions of official cultural authority."



Toward the end of the twentieth century, as spray-can paint-
ing technique became more sophisticated, it became increasingly
difficult to distinguish between spray~can art and traditional
mural art. Spray-can art and graffiti of course have their own his-
tories, which in East Los are definitely, even if indirectly, con-
nected to mural painting.

TheSignificanceof Graffiti for East LosMurals

Because graffiti is so commonly associated with the East Los
neighborhoods where murals are located, done by the muralists
as well as by younger, spray-can oriented artists, it helps to frame
the following discussion, meant to orient readers regarding the
relationship of the two expressive forms, by posing a series of
questions: (1)Did murals originate as graffiti? Short answer: no.
(2) Did murals develop from youth who first did graffiti in prepa-
ration for their later murals? Short answer: yes and no; it depends
on the specific artist. (3)Are there any stylistic or technical simi-
larities between the two forms? Short answer: occasionally, but
the differences are more illuminating. Some young people with
artistic talent saw graffiti every day in the 1960s and earlier and
simply" did rhe same thing" by painting narrative murals on the
same walls, but local youth also saw examples of other murals
unrelated to graffiti: Egyprian and Roman styles and rhe like;
ancient Mesoamerican styles (e.g., Bonampak and Teotihuacan);
European Renaissance styles; and New Deal murals. Also, Afri-
can American, Asian American, and other ethnic murals of the
late twentieth century mural movement were covered increas-
ingly in news articles and magazines, not to mention the ubiqui-
tous neighborhood pulqueria and carniceria murals as well as
Italian restaurant gondolas, Greek Acropolises, and so on.
The confluence of these precursors and the political activism of

the sixties (not particularly graffiti) catalyzed East Los murals as
well as the national community mural movement. Some artists
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who later painted murals undoubredly execured graffiti when
younger, but the two forms of expression are so different in pro-
cess that post hoc observations in no way establish that Sf

murals "grew organically" from graffiri other rhan the f~ r th I
visually attracrive signs on neighborhood wall prepared audl-
ences for (usually) more attractive murals. In some ca ,years f
constant graffiti writing informs the production f new mural. In
these cases, by seeking our the residual template of th form r,
we can better appreciate and under rand the laner (~clear ex mple
being the use of Old English script in 1M Memory oJa NOMleBot>.-

Other than their presence on public w II , the two r, rm r
characterized more by difference than imilaritie: "graf" (3 It
is commonly called) tends to be egocentric and Indlvldu Iistl .
In the early twenty-first century, young taggers' level of I
lineal analysis is typified by the belief, as some have expre d It,
that "capitalism sucks, so I can do anything I want." MUl'll1 re
generally a more collective expression. Graff qui ker and gen r-
ally nonpermissional. Murals are obviou Iy long r prole IS

requiring a more extensive infrastructure."
Another, metaphorical view of the works them eJy .

opposed to an actual analysis of their relation hips or devel p-
mental explanation, sees graffiti as a sentence or paragraph,
murals as a story, with graffiti as Some sort of antecedent to
murals." Some speak of the two practices as parallel to each other
and providing inspiration each from the other while contending
for limited space on barrio walls. By the late twentieth century,
informed observers had pointed Out that graffiti indirectly" tim-
ulated" murals insofar as mural projects were seen as graffiti
abatement programs." The diversity of these views indicates that
scholarship is divided. No one has yer established a single expla-
nation, either because there are many relationships operating r
because the factual basis has not yet been establish d. Eve.n
among gangs themselves, attitudes vary. In much of the sociologi-
cal literature on gangs in East Los,graffiti is viewed as something
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in which younger members engage, as opposed to older members
or veteranos. While graffiti is not necessarily frowned upon by the
older members, it is reported that they see it as an almost imma-
ture act, part of the growing process.

More ephemeral than murals or even posters, graffiti is
extremely difficult to document adequately, but some facts have
been noted." Graffiti has existed in East Los at least since World
War II, and while even today a few remainingplacas can be dated
to the 1940s, the paucity of documentation makes any substantial
analysis impossible at this rime." Muralists' attitudes to graffiti
range from absolute opposition to it as vandalism," to respectful
inclusion of it in their own mural work. Willie Herron, who holds
the latter opinion, says that he does so "out of respect for those
who had done the writing ... and out of respect for family mem-
bers who had gone that route."75 He encouraged City Terrace
youth to add their placas to the hands and faces of his mural on
the back wall of the bleachers at the City Terrace handball courts,
and although he signed his name on The Wall That CrackedOpen in
rhe style of a placa, he did not himself engage in graffiti wriring on
his murals or elsewhere. Other artists, such as Los Four and espe-
cially Frank Romero and Gilbert Lujan (Magu), incorporared
urban-style graffiti and low riders in their works, even though
they had no gang affiliation or graffiri writing tradirion.

The two major art galleries involved with East Los murals in
the beginning, Mechicano Art Center and Goez Art Studios and
Gallery, had different views of graffiti. Victor Franco, founder of
Mechicano Art Center, saw muralism as a mechanism for trans-
forming destructive and antisocial gang-affiliated graffiti writers
into productive and creative fine artists. He wrote about gangs as
the most important community to which Mechicano directed its
efforts, and he helped found a gang federation with which Mechi-
cano worked." Leonard Castellanos, a subsequent director of
Mechicano who had been hired by Franco, was a strong sup-
porter of murals and was also actively engaged with young gang

members, but he refused to position murals as graffiti abatement.
He saw murals as an alternative form of communication in the
community." This is consistent with the position of independent
scholar Marcos Sanchez-Tranquilino, who understands murals
and graffiti at Estrada Courts as contending systems of significa-
tion, a position apparently held by the artists present in the mid-
1970s when the murals were being painted."

Goez Gallery-based artists were not interested in the graffiti
phenomenon as art or as cultural practice. Muralist David Botello,
for example, saw and still sees graffiti as vandalism and wants it far
away from his murals." Goez Gallery artists generally displayed
more interest in traditional European and Mexican styles of mural
painting, but with barrio content, than the Mechicano artists, who
were open to barrio style as well as content. Victor Franco says:

I think this is what drew me to community art in the sense
that I saw I could identify with the energy, with vitality. And,
also, it was very exciting to see concepts arise that had no
relationship to anything around them. Chicano work. They
weren't ready to be published. They didn't give a damn about
the museum. So the isolation created a microcosm that per-
petuated itself. You might say the physical existence became
the reality; for instance, the barrios-that's what they
expressed. Nobody else could come from the outside and
express the barrios in any other way. 80

Regardless of any specific backgrounds, the East Los artists
who became muralists had to reinvent the form for their own
purposes, accommodating it to the chicanismo imagery they
wanted to use, as they made their contribution, knowingly or
not, to the US community mural movement. By the late 1970s,
the Movimiento had disappeared into the academy, Mechicano
had expired, and Goez had turned toward more commercial
products.
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CHAPTER 3

1. Perea-Torres, Movements in Chicano Poetry, 34. The quotation
within the quotation included here is from Bruce-Novoa, Chicano Poetry,

12. Rafael Perez-Tortes is writing about the conditions of postcoloniality,
and by inference mestizaje ("ethnic" and, in the case of Chicanos, experi-
ential mixture) or hybridity. Juan Bruce-Novoa, writing much earlier, was
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directly addressing mestizaje. These observations hold regarding chican-
ismo, which is a special case that includes a feeling or attitude about
mestizaje.

2. Del Olmo, "Murals Changing Faceof East L.A.:' B1.

3. Cockcroft, Weber, and Cockcroft, Toward a People's Art, 57.The 1977
edition includes a foreword by Jean Charlot, while the 1998edition added
one by critic Lucy Lippard, a new introduction by historian Ben Keppel,
and an afterword by Tim Drescher addressing the two decades following
the original publication of the book.

4. Several of the murals lack formal titles. When there is more than
one title for a single mural, we note both (or several) when we first men-
tion the work, but then use only the mosr common one or the one that
seems most appropriate. Titles in quotation marks are descriptive or pro-
vided by viewers; titles in italics are "established" and probably provided
by the muralist. GiveMe Life has been understood as that mural's title at
least since the late 1970s;Cat Felix called the mural Give Me Life in an
October 7, 1984,interview with Marcos Sanchez-Tranquilino.

5. The numbering system of the murals at Estrada Courts used in this
book is based on sequential numbers assigned to all painted walls, includ-
ing walkway walls, in 2013. It is a different configuration than that devel-
oped by Marcos Sanchez-Tranquilino in his master's thesis ("MiCasa No
Es Su Casa''). One mural comprising concentric multicolored rectangles,
an aesthetic reference to pop art perhaps, and at least three others were
begun but never completed, and were painted out, all before 1975.There
are no records of them other than slides provided to the authors by David
Botello. However, a 1974publication, L.A. Chicano Street Art, researched
and written byJohn and Mura Bright (employees of Mechicano) and pub-
lished by Environmental Communications, includes a segment on an
April 1974 exhibition of paintings that were displayed on the back of bus
stop benches on Whittier Boulevard, sponsored as a competition by the
East Los Angeles Doctors' Hospital and Mechicano Art Center. One of
the two-foot by seven-foot paintings included a diptych miniature ver-
sion of concentric rectangles by Raymond Atilano, on Whittier and Dir-
man. It was awarded second prize by apublic vote (Bright and Bright, L.A.
Chicano Street Art, 6-7). This could have been the inspiration for (or
inspired by) this early mural. There may have been other murals painted
at Estrada of which we have no record.
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